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Presentation Overview
• Introduction – setting the scene for “Games-makerization”
• Background & methodology to the study
• Outlining contributions: theory & practice
• Summary of themes
• Reflecting on theory and practice
• Conclusions
• Opportunity for questions?
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Introduction
‘People’ are key to the successful delivery of modern leisure services and 
it is essential that leisure managers acknowledge and respond to the 
differing management approaches which continually evolve, and which 
significantly influences, organisational effectiveness.   
With Rio 2016 just around the corner, comes a perfect time to reflect on 
the ‘human resource phenomena’ of the London 2012 Games Makers, 
and in examining this ‘unexpected triumph’ in recruiting, training and 
deploying 70,000 volunteers. 
SOURCE: https://2012gamesmaker.wordpress.com/
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Background & Methodology to the study
▪ A conceptual review of 
literature & related 
themes
▪ Examination of traditional 
& contemporary 
management theory
▪ Analysis of visual imagery
▪ Challenging the myth that 
‘old school’ management 
has no place in 
contemporary leisure 
industries
…relating to the recruitment, 
training & development of the 
London 2012 Games-Makers & 
associated leisure industries
SOURCE: LOCOG/adidas
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Contributing to theory & practice
(Ed. Girginov, 2012, 2014, 
media coverage / other 
secondary evidence) 
(Review of management theory eg
Koontz, 1980, Mullins, 2010…) 
SOURCE: www.kingsofwallpaper.com/
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Summary of 
themes
Comparing Ford cars & 
Games-Makers
Click to edit Master title styleScientific Management 
(Taylorism)
“Structure & mechanisms”
(Taylor 1856-1915)
(Fayol 1841-1925)
Classical 
Management 
“Function & 
process”
Weber 1864-1920
Bureaucratic Management 
“Narrow supervisory span, 
prescribed roles, formality 
& hierarchy”
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Games-Makers
SOURCE: http://www.mtfca.com/
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SOURCE: Olympic.org 2012
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SOURCE: http://en.olympic.cn/
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SOURCE: www.thesun.co.uk/
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SOURCE: http://www.mtfca.com/
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SOURCE: The Independent
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SOURCE: https://aldoshik.wordpress.com/
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SOURCE: https://aldoshik.wordpress.com/ SOURCE: https://ykglobalimpact.wordpress.com/
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Reflection on leisure ‘commodification’…
There are patterns between managem nt approaches, rising 
commercial ‘corporate’ cultures and the ‘commodification’ 
and industrialisation of service societies 
(O’ Neil, cited in Ritzer, 2013).
SOURCE: http://jobs.goape.co.uk/SOURCE Andrew Cowie/AFP/Getty Images
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SOURCE: http://blog.easytobook.com/disneyland-paris-celebrates-its-20th-anniversary/
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SOURCE: Radio Times 2012
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SOURCE: http://disneystores.disneycareers.com/SOURCE: http://v2.paul obertlloyd.com/2012/09/games_maker/
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(Schein, 2004)(Johnson et al., 2005)
(Halls, 1976)
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Reflection on GM recruitment & selection…
“interviewers kept rigidly to the standard qu stions and 
transcribed word for word the responses” 
(A Games Maker: Girginov, 2014: P55). 
Control, 
power & 
underpinning 
cultures
SOURCE: http://www.insidethegames.biz/
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Reflection on GM training…
The mantra from the first orientation session was described 
as……”I am to be inspirational, distinctive, open, alert, 
consistent and part of the team” (Kenyon, 2012)
SOURCE: Raw Unlimited 2016
Humans as 
robots?
SOURCE: http://www.chicagotribune.com/
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Reflection on GM role allocation...
“It [a meticulously scheduled rota] looked like it had been 
churned out by a computer with no reference to a human 
being” (a Games Maker: Girginov, 2014: p56).
SOURCE: gettyimages.com
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Reflection on the GM deployment process…
“The  efficiency of the Uniform Distribution Centre on 
processing 280 uniforms and 800 accreditations per hour was 
widely acknowledged” (Girginov, 2012: p56) – an assembly line 
approach.
SOURCE: (April 26, 2012 - Source: Dan Kitwood/Getty Images 
Europe)
SOURCE: www.insidethegames.biz
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Reflection on GM ‘the brand’…
The uniform became synonymous with the London 2012 
Games; in a much shorter space of time it established 
symbolic status comparable to that of a London red bus or a 
Beefeater – ‘Games-Makers’ were a ‘brand’.
“dishing out smiles as readily 
as information” (Hirst, 2012).
…… “ebullient, noisy, 
interactive – rather than 
reserved…..In a way it is so –
un British” (Heald, 2012).
SOURCE: Theguardian.com
SOURCE: http://now-here-this.timeout.com/
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Concluding thoughts on “Games-makerization”
Evidence from secondary sources indicate…
❑ traditional management approaches underpinned the GM Volunteer 
Programme
❑ an intense mechanistic/commercial culture was apparent, leaning 
toward the production of “Games-makers” as a service ‘commodity’ 
& ‘brand’
❑ the recruitment/deployment process was a success-
FACT!(“70,000”)
❑ Games-Makers were an undisputed “triumph” through their 
presence at the Games
❑ prioritising ‘process’ ahead of ‘people’ in the right circumstances, 
can achieve effective results, particularly in the dynamic, 
commercialised, leisure industries of today.
❑ And here is a reminder of what was achieved: 
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Questions, thoughts, reflections?
SOURCE: https://www.joininuk.org/tag/games-makers/
